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# سوال بارم

1 Deaf people use ............... language to communicate. 
 sign

 English

 written

 spoken

0.5

2 Each person's ............... is unique 
 finger

 fingerprint

 haircolor

 footprint

0.5

3 The doctor is listening to my grandfather's ............... . 
 heart

 heartbeat

 blood pressure

 temperature

0.5

4 I bought this beautiful ............... dish in Yazd. 
 pottery

 container

 decoration

 quiet

0.5

5 Do you believe that life ............... on other planets? 
 exists

 prevents

 moves

 increases

0.5



6 The students were totally ..............., so they asked their teacher to explain the lesson
again. 

 confused

 glad

 cheerful

 satisfied

0.5

7 This region of the country has different beliefs and ............... . 
 traditions

 reflects

 addiction

 natural

0.5

8 Odd one out(کدام گزینه متفاوت است؟) 
 harmful

 valuable

 worthy

 friendly

0.5

9 Let's go ............... on Friday. 
 fish

 fishing

 to fish

 to fishing

0.5

10 He decided ............... his brother with his homework. 
 help

 to help

 helping

 helps

0.5

11 Has your mother ............... this basket? 
 weave

 woven

 weaving

 weaves

0.5

12 I enjoy ............... on holidays. 
 travel

 to travel

 from travel

 travelling

0.5



13 If you ............... more slowly, you ............... many accidents. 
 are driving-wont have

 drive-wont have

 drive-have

 driving-will have

0.5

14 ............... means all people 
 humankind

 man

 someone

 person

0.5

15 ............... means to value somebody or something. 
 appreciate

 reflect

 identity

 vast

0.5

16 What is the opposite of happy? 
 glad

 cheerful

 sad

 satisfied

0.5

17 Amir got ............... by the story. 
 amused

 amusing

 amuses

 amusement

0.5

18 I'm tired of .......... TV; let's go for a walk. 
 watch

 watching

 watches

 to watching

0.5

19 You may have heard the word culture before, but do you know what it ____ means? Think
about what makes you and your family ______ . What language do you speak? What
traditions and beliefs do you have? Do you enjoy special foods and wear clothing to
represent your family or ______? The culture of a group of people is the traditions and ______
that they practice in their daily lives. 

 actually-special-society-beliefs

 differently-skillful-friends-paintings

1



20 I have learned English since last year.
Object?(مفعول جمله؟)

 English

 last year

 I

 have learned

0.5

21 Minoo tried ............... the phone number. 
 dont forget

 to not forget

 not to forget

 not forget

0.5

22 Art is something which is created with-----------------. As a part of --------------it shows the
way of life and ----------------- of a nation and reflects the history of a society. In fact, the
history of ------------------ is the history of art. If we want to know a country or a nation well,
we should study its art. 

 imagination-culture-identity-humankind

 creative-identity-humankind-culture

1


